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On non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-Stark
conjectures for monomial CM-extensions
Jiro Nomura
Abstract
LetK/k be a finite Galois CM-extension of number fields whose Galois
group G is monomial and S a finite set of places of k. Then the “Stick-
elberger element” θK/k,S is defined. Concerning this element, Andreas
Nickel formulated the non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-Stark conjectures
and their “weak” versions. In this paper, when G is a monomial group, we
prove that the weak non-abelian conjectures are reduced to the weak con-
jectures for abelian subextensions. We write D4p, Q2n+2 and A4 for the
dihedral group of order 4p for any odd prime p, the generalized quaternion
group of order 2n+2 for any natural number n and the alternating group
on 4 letters respectively. Suppose that G is isomorphic to D4p, Q2n+2 or
A4×Z/2Z. Then we prove the l-parts of the weak non-abelian conjectures,
where l = 2 in the quaternion case, and l is an arbitrary prime which does
not split in Q(ζp) in the dihedral case and in Q(ζ3) in the alternating case.
In particular, we do not exclude the 2-part of the conjectures and do not
assume that S contains all finite places which ramify in K/k in contrast
with Nickel’s formulation.
1 Introduction
Let K/k be a finite abelian Galois CM-extension of number fields with Galois
group G and let S be a finite set of places of k which contains all infinite places.
Then there exists a so-called“ Stickelberger element” θK/k,S attached to K/k
and S. Let µ(K) be the roots of unity in K and Cl(K) be the ideal class group
of K. We also assume that S contains all finite places which ramify in K/k.
Then it was proven independently in [7], [1] and [5] that
AnnZ[G](µ(K))θK/k,S ⊂ Z[G].
where AnnZ[G] is the Z[G]-annihilator of µ(K). Now Brumer’s conjecture asserts
Conjecture 1.1 (Brumer’s conjecture).
AnnZ[G](µ(K))θK/k,S ⊂ AnnZ[G](Cl(K)).
where AnnZ[G](Cl(K)) is the Z[G]-annihilator ideal of Cl(K). In the case k = Q,
the field of rational numbers, conjecture 1.1 is Stickelberger’s classical theorem.
There exists a more refined conjecture which is called the Brumer-Stark conjec-
ture. The assertion is
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Conjecture 1.2 (The Brumer-Stark conjecture).
• For any fractional ideal A of K, there exists an anti-unit α ∈ K∗ such
that AwKθK/k,S = (α)
• K(α1/wK )/k is abelian.
where wK = |µ(K)|, K∗ = K \ {0} and the term anti-unit means that α1+j = 1
for the unique complex conjugation j in G.
In general, the Brumer-Stark conjecture implies Brumer’s conjecture. There
exists a large body of evidence of the above two conjectures; C. Greither[8]
showed that the p-part of Brumer’s conjecture is valid with the assumption that
the p-part of the group of roots of unity µ(K) is a cohomologically trivial G-
module and the appropriate equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture is valid.
A. Nickel[15] showed that the p-part of the Brumer-Stark conjecture is true
if p is “non-exceptional” (also see [18]) and the Iwasawa µ-invariant vanishes
(he actually proved in loc. cit. the “the strong Brumer-Stark property”, and
this implies Brumer’s conjecture and the Brumer-Stark conjecture). Recently,
C. Greither and C. Popescu [10] showed that the p-part of the Brumer-Stark
conjecture is true if S contains all primes above p and the Iwasawa µ-invariant
vanishes. There also exist several unconditional results. J. Tate showed that the
Brumer-Stark conjecture is true for any relative quadratic extensions [25, §3,
case(c)] and any relative extension of degree 4 which is contained in some non-
abelian Galois extension of degree 8 [25, §, case(e)]. C. Greither, X.-F. Roblot,
B. Tangedal [9] showed that the Brumer-Stark conjecture is true for certain
relative cyclic CM-extensions of degree 2p for any odd prime p. In §5, we will
use the results and the methods in the last three papers in an essential way.
In [16], Nickel formulated non-abelian generalizations of Conjecture 1.1 and
Conjecture 1.2 (see §3, also see the original paper [17]). In this paper, we call
the conjectures the non-abelian Brumer conjecture and the non-abelian Brumer-
Stark conjecture. In [2], D. Burns independently gave another non-abelian gen-
eralization of Brumer’s conjecture which implies Nickel’s version and in [3] he
also proved that “the Gross-Stark conjecture” implies a refinement of the odd
p-part of his conjecture with the assumption that the Iwasawa µ-invariant van-
ishes if p divides [K:k]. As well as for the abelian case, there exists several results
concerning the non-abelian conjectures;Nickel[16] showed that the p-part of the
non-abelian Brumer conjecture and the non-abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture
hold if p is “non-exceptional” and the Iwasawa µ-invariant vanishes. Also in [19]
he generalized the method of [10] to non-abelian settings and proved that the odd
p-part of the non-abelian Brumer conjecture and the non-abelian Brumer-Stark
conjecture hold if S contains all primes above p and the Iwasawa µ-invariant
vanishes. These results are proven via the non-commutative Iwasawa main con-
jecture for 1-dimensional p-adic Lie extensions (or, equivalently, the equivariant
Iwasawa main conjecture of Ritter and Weiss) which was proven independently
by M. Kakde [13] and J. Ritter and A. Weiss [20].
In what follows, we remove the assumption G is abelian. Let Λ′ be a maximal
Z-order in Q[G] which contains Z[G] and F(G) denote the central conductor of
Λ′ over Z[G]. For any prime p of k, we fix a prime P of K above p and a
Frobenius automorphism φP at P. For another finite set T of places of k, we set
ETS := {x ∈ ES | x ≡ 1 mod
∏
P∈T (K)P} where ES is the group of S-units of
K. We refer to the following condition as Hyp(S, T );
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• S contains all infinite places and all ramifying places
• S ∩ T = ∅
• ETS is torsion free
For each finite set T of places of k such that Hyp(S, T ) is satisfied, we define
δT := nr(
∏
p∈T
1− φ−1P Np)
and set
AS := 〈δT | Hyp(S, T ) is satisfied〉ζ(Z[G])
where nr is the reduced norm of the semisimple algebra Q[G] and ζ(Z[G]) is the
center of Z[G]. By [24, Lemma 1.1], AS coincides with the Z[G]-annihilator of
the roots of unity in K if G is abelian. In [16], Nickel also formulated weaker ver-
sions of non-abelian Brumer conjecture and the weak non-abelian Brumer-Stark
conjecture (for the details, see Conjecture 3.1 and 3.5 in §2). The statement of
the former conjecture is
Conjecture 1.3 (The weak non-abelian Brumer conjecture).
• ASθS ⊂ ζ(Λ′),
• For any x ∈ F(Z[G]), xASθS ⊂ AnnZ[G](Cl(K)).
In [4], D. Burns and H. Johnston showed that for any odd prime p, the “p-part”
of this conjecture holds with some modification of θS if p is unramified in K/Q
and every inertia subgroup is normal in G. They deduce the weak annihilation
result from “the Strong Stark conjecture” at p which holds by [15, Corollary 2]
in this case.
For any α ∈ K∗, we set Sα := {p | p is a prime of k and p divides NK/kα}
and wK := nr(|µK |). Then the statement of the latter conjecture is
Conjecture 1.4 (The weak non-abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture).
• wKθK/k,S ∈ ζ(Λ′),
• For any fractional ideal A of K and for each x ∈ F(Z[G]), there exists anti
unit α = α(A, S, x) such that AxwKθK/k,S = (α),
and for any finite set T of places of k which satisfies Hyp(S ∪ Sα, T ), there
exists αT ∈ ETSα(K) such that
αzδT = αzwKT
for each z ∈ F(Z[G]).
In [17], Nickel showed that for any odd prime p, the “p-part” of the above two
conjectures hold if no prime above p splits inK/K+ wheneverKcl ⊂ (Kcl)+(ζp),
where the superscripts + and cl mean the maximal real subfield and the Galois
closure over Q respectively and ζp is a primitive complex p-th root of unity. This
result is an improvement of the result in [4] stated above and also deduced from
“the Strong Stark conjecture” at p.
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In this paper, we study these weak conjectures by a direct approach. Al-
though the known results which we have seen are proven via the non-commutative
Iwasawa main conjecture or the strong Stark conjecture, we attack these weak
conjectures in a different way, that is, we deduce the weak non-abelian conjec-
tures from abelian ones. We recall that a finite group G is called monomial if
each of the irreducible characters of G is induced by a 1-dimensional character
of a certain subgroup. Now our main theorems are the following:
Theorem 1.5. Let p be a rational prime (not necessarily odd) and S a finite
set of places of k which contains all infinite places. We assume G is monomial.
If Brumer’s conjecture (resp. the p-part of Brumer’s conjecture) is true for an
explicit list of abelian subextensions of K/k (for the details of this list, see the
list (7) in §4), the weak non-abelian Brumer conjecture (resp. the p-part of the
weak non-abelian Brumer conjecture) is true for K/k and S.
Theorem 1.6. The statement of Theorem 1.5 holds, with “Brumer” replaced
by “Brumer-Stark” throughout.
Concerning the set S of places, we stress here that S does not have to contain
places which ramify in K/k. Hence, if we assume Brumer’s conjecture and the
Brumer-Stark conjecture for abelian extensions, we get stronger annihilation
results than Nickel’s formulation. As far as the author knows, this observation
on the set S has not been made before. The possibility to remove the ramifying
places is revealed because of the comparison between conjectures for non-abelian
extensions and those for abelian extensions.
Let p be an odd prime and n be a non-zero natural number. We denote by
D4p the dihedral group of order 4p, by Q2n+2 the generalized quaternion group
of order 2n+2 (so Q8 is Hamilton’s usual group of quaternions) and by A4 the
alternating group on 4 letters. These three groups are monomial. In §5, we apply
the above two theorems to the case G is isomorphic to D4p, Q2n+2 or Z/2Z×A4
and prove the following three theorems (§5, Theorem 5.1, 5.6 and 5.10).
Theorem 1.7. Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension whose Galois group is
isomorphic to D4p and S be a finite set of places of k which contains all infinite
places. Then
(1) the p-part of the non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-Stark conjectures are true
for K/k and S,
(2) for each prime l (l 6= p, l can be 2) which does not split in Q(ζp), the l-part
of the weak non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-Stark conjectures are true
for K/k and S.
Theorem 1.8. Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension whose Galois group
is isomorphic to Q2n+2 and S be a finite set of places of k which contains all
infinite places. Then the 2-part of the weak non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-
Stark conjectures are true for K/k and S,
Theorem 1.9. Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension whose Galois group is
isomorphic to Z/2Z×A4 and S be a finite set of places of k which contains all
infinite places. Then
(1) the 2-part and the 3-part of the weak non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-Stark
conjectures are true for K/k and S,
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(2) for each odd prime l apart from 3 which does not split in Q(ζ3), the l-part of
the non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-Stark conjectures are true for K/k
and S.
Remark 1.10.
1. The above three theorems say that the set S does not have to contain the
ramifying places by contrast to the Nickel’s formulation. Hence, we give
stronger results than Nickel’s work in [17].
2. In Q2n+2 cases, θK/k,S∞∪Sram always coincides with θK/k,S∞ because all
the subgroups of Q2n+2 are normal and all the irreducible totally odd rep-
resentations are faithful (hence the Euler factors corresponding to Sram
are 1). In D4p cases, we can find explicit examples in which θK/k,S∞∪Sram
does not coincide with θK/k,S∞ . In §5.1.3, we give a concrete D12 exten-
sion K/Q so that θK/Q,S∞ does not coincide with θK/Q,S∞∪Sram .
3. Our results contain the 2-part of conjectures which is excluded in [4] and
[17]. As far as the author knows, there are no results concerning the 2-
part of conjectures. Hence our main theorems give the first evidence for
the 2-part of the conjectures.
4. We use only the analytic class number formula to prove the above three re-
sults by contrast to known results which were proven via the non-commutative
Iwasawa main conjecture or the strong Stark conjecture.
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work, and this work could not have been completed without his guidance. I
would like to thank Andreas Nickel for his helpful comments on this paper. In
particular, he indicated Lemma 3.11 in §3 and pointed out some mistakes in a
draft version of this paper. I would also like to thank David Burns for his helpful
suggestions and comments, especially, his indication of the validity of Theorem
5.10 and a generalization of this article (the author study only supersolvable
extensions before his suggestion). Finally, I am deeply grateful to the referee for
his/her careful reading of an earlier version of this paper. He/She pointed out
many mistakes of my English writing.
Notations
For any ring A, ζ(A) denotes the center of A and Mn(A) denotes the ring of
matrices over A for some n ∈ N. For any number field F , µ(F ) denotes the roots
of unity and Cl(F ) denotes the ideal class group of F .
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Group rings and idempotents
Let Q be an algebraic closure of Q and we fix an embedding Q →֒ C. For any
finite group G, IrrG denotes the set of all irreducible C-valued characters of G.
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We put
eχ :=
χ(1)
|G|
∑
g∈G
χ(g−1)g, prχ :=
|G|
χ(1)
eχ =
∑
g∈G
χ(g−1)g, χ ∈ IrrG.
Then the elements eχ are orthogonal central primitive idempotents of Q[G] and
we have the Wedderburn decomposition
Q[G] =
⊕
χ∈IrrG
Q[G]eχ ∼=
⊕
χ∈IrrG
Mχ(1)(Q), ζ(Q[G]) =
⊕
χ∈IrrG
Qeχ ∼=
⊕
χ∈IrrG
Q.
The above isomorphisms imply the isomorphism
ζ(Q[G]) ∼=
⊕
χ∈IrrG/∼
Q(χ)
where we put Q(χ) := Q(χ(g) : g ∈ G) and the direct sum runs over all irre-
ducible characters modulo Gal(Q/Q)-action. We note that any element (αχ)χ
in the right hand side corresponds to
∑
χ∈IrrG/∼
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χ)/Q)
ασχeχσ
in the left hand side where we put χσ := σ ◦ χ. Let Λ′ be a maximal Z-order in
Q[G] which contains Z[G]. If we let oχ denote the ring of integers of Q(χ), ζ(Λ
′)
coincides with
⊕
χ∈IrrG/∼ oχ which is the unique maximal order in ζ(Q[G]).
For each 1-dimensional character χ ∈ IrrG, let χ′ be the character of G/ kerχ
whose inflation to G is χ. Then we easily see eχ = eχ′(1/| kerχ)Normkerχ where
Normkerχ :=
∑
h∈kerχ h. If χ is induced by a character of a subgroup of G, we
can write down eχ by the following lemma:
Lemma 2.1. Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G. If an
irreducible character χ of G is induced by an irreducible character of H, we
have
eχ =
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼χ,
Indφ=χ
∑
h∈Gal(Q(φ)/Q(χ))
eφh .
where IrrH/ ∼χ means IrrH modulo Gal(Q/Q(χ))-action.
Proof. Since Q[G] is a left and right Q[H ]-algebra, Q[G] decomposes into
⊕
φ∈IrrH
Q[G]eφ
and the components Q[G]eφ are left and right Q[H ]-algebras. By the Frobenius
reciprocity law, we have 〈χ, IndGH φ〉G = 〈ResGH χ, φ〉H where 〈 , 〉 is the usual
inner product of characters. This implies that the simple component Q[G]eχ of
Q[G] decomposes into
(
⊕
φ∈IrrH
Q[G]eφ)eχ =
⊕
φ∈IrrH, IndGH φ=χ
Q[G]eφ
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as a left and right Q[H ]-algebra. This implies
eχ =
∑
φ∈IrrH,
IndGH φ=χ
eψ. (1)
Take a character φ ∈ IrrH such that IndGH φ = χ. Then for each g ∈ G, we have
χ(g) =
∑
τ∈G,
τ−1gτ∈H
φ(τ−1gτ).
Hence, we have IndGH φ
σ = IndGH φ for all σ ∈ Gal(Q(φ)/Q(χ)). Combining this
with (1), we have
eχ =
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼χ,
IndGH φ=χ
∑
h∈Gal(Q(φ)/Q(χ))
eφh .
This completes the proof.
Let p be a prime. All the above arguments are valid if we replace Q by Qp
and C by Cp, where Qp denotes the p-adic completion of Q and Cp denotes the
p-adic completion of a fixed algebraic closure Qp of Qp.
2.2 Reduced norms and conductors
Let o be a Dedekind domain, F the quotient field of o and A a separable semisim-
ple algebra over F . Then A has a Wedderburn decomposition A ∼= ⊕ti=1Ai
where Ai is a finite dimensional central simple algebra over Fi and Fi is a finite
separable extension over F . We set si := [Fi : F ]. Let E be a splitting field for
A (we can choose E so that E is a finite Galois extension over F ) and let nrA
denote the following composition map;
nrA : A→ E ⊗F A ∼=
t⊕
i=1
Mni(E)
⊕si ⊕ detE⊕si−−−−−−→ ζ(E ⊗A).
The image of A actually lies in ζ(A) and does not depend on the choice of E.
This map is called the reduced norm of A. We extend this map to any ring of
matrices over A by means of
nrA :Mm(A)→Mm(E ⊗F A) ∼=
t⊕
i=1
Mmni(E)
⊕si ⊕ detE⊕si−−−−−−→ ζ(E ⊗A).
The image of Mm(A) also lies in ζ(A) and does not depend on the choice of
E (for details of the reduced norm map, see [21, §9] and [6, §7D]). Now we fix
an o-order Λ and a maximal o-order Λ′ which contains Λ. Unfortunately the
reduced norm of A does not take Λ to its center ζ(Λ) but to ζ(Λ′) in general.
For this reason, we have to consider some conductors of Λ′ over Λ. First we
define
F(Λ) := {x ∈ ζ(Λ′) | xΛ′ ⊂ Λ}(⊂ ζ(Λ)).
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This set is called the central conductor of Λ′ over Λ. In the case F = Q or Qp,
A = F [G] and Λ = o[G] with finite group G, by Jacobinski’s central conductor
formula ([11, Theorem 3] also see [6, §27]), we see the explicit structure of F(Λ)
as
F(Λ) ∼=
⊕
χ∈IrrG/∼
|G|
χ(1)
D−1(F (χ)/F ) (2)
where D−1(F (χ)/F ) is the inverse different of F (χ) := F (χ(g); g ∈ G) over F
and χ runs over all irreducible characters of G modulo Gal(F/F )-action. We
note that the element ((|G|/|χ(1)|)αχ)χ in the right hand side of (2) corresponds
to
∑
χ∈IrrG/∼
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F ) α
σ
χ prχσ in the left hand side. In what follows, we
only consider the case A = F [G] and Λ = o[G]. Next we define
H(Λ) := {x ∈ ζ(Λ′) | xH∗ ∈Mn(Λ) for any H ∈Mn(Λ) for all n ∈ N}
where H∗ is the matrix over Λ′ defined in [12, §3.6] such that HH∗ = H∗H =
nr(H) · 1n×n. The matrix H∗ is a non-commutative analogue of the adjoint
matrix and was first considered by Nickel in [14] (H. Johnston and Nickel[12]
introduce a slightly different definition of H∗). Since H∗ lies in Mn(Λ′), F(Λ) is
obviously contained in H(Λ). H(Λ) appears in a natural way in the context of
the non-commutative Fitting invariants (cf. [14, Theorem 4.2] and [16, Theorem
1.2]). We set
I(Λ) := 〈nrA(H) | H ∈Mn(Λ), n ∈ N〉ζ(Λ).
Then we get the following relation between F(Λ) and H(Λ):
Proposition 2.2 ([12], Remark 6.5 and Corollary 6.20). Let p be a prime and
Λ be Zp[G] with a finite group G. We assume I(Λ) = ζ(Λ′) and the degrees of
all irreducible characters of G are prime to p. Then we have
H(Λ) = F(Λ).
We conclude this section with the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3. Let χ be an irreducible character of G which is induced by an
irreducible character of a subgroup H of G. Take an arbitrary element x in
F(Λ) of the form
x =
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F )
xσχ prχσ .
Then we have
x =
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F ), Indφ=χσ
∑
g∈Gal(F (φ)/F )
xgχ prφg .
In particular, x also lies in F(o[H ]).
Proof. For each σ ∈ Gal(F (χ)/F ), we fix an extension σ˜ to Gal(F (φ)/F ).
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Then we have
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F ), Indφ=χσ
∑
g∈Gal(F (φ)/F )
xgχ prφg
=
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F ), Indφ=χσ
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F )
∑
h∈Gal(F (φ)/F (χ))
xσ˜hχ prφσ˜h
=
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F ), Indφ=χσ
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F )
(
∑
h∈Gal(F (φ)/F (χ))
xhχ prφh)
σ˜
=
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F ), Indφ=χσ
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F )
(
∑
h∈Gal(F (φ)/F (χ))
xhχ prφh)
σ
=
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F )
xσχ
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼χσ ,
Indφ=χσ
(
∑
h∈Gal(F (φ)/F (χ))
prφh)
σ
=
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F )
xσχ(
∑
φ∈IrrH/∼χ,
Indφ=χ
∑
h∈Gal(F (φ)/F (χ))
prφh)
σ
=
∑
σ∈Gal(F (χ)/F )
xσχ prχσ .
The last equality follows from Lemma 2.1. Since xχ also lies in D
−1(F (φ)/F ),
x lies in F(o[H ]).
2.3 Stickelberger elements
Let K/k be a finite Galois extension of number fields with Galois group G.
For any finite place p of k we fix a finite place P of K above p and GP (resp.
IP) denotes the decomposition subgroup (resp. inertia subgroup) of G at P.
Moreover, we fix a lift φP of the Frobenius automorphism of GP/IP.
Let S be a finite set of places of k containing all infinite places of k and let T
be another finite set of places of k which are unramified inK such that S∩T = ∅.
For any irreducible character χ of G, we put δT (χ) :=
∏
p∈T det(1−φ−1P Np | Vχ)
and LS(s, χ,K/k) denotes the S-imprimitive Artin L-function attached to χ.
Then we define
θTK/k,S :=
∑
χ∈IrrG
δT (χ)LS(0, χ,K/k)eχ ∈ ζ(C[G])
where χ is the contragredient character of χ. We call this element the (S, T )-
modified Stickelberger element. When S is the set of all ramifying places and
all infinite places and T is empty, we put θK/k := θ
T
K/k,S . Moreover, in the case
k = Q we will always omit the trivial character component of θTK/k,S . We can
also express this element by
θTK/k,S = nrQ[G](
∏
p∈T
(1− φ−1P Np))θK/k,S .
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The (S, T )-modified Stickelberger element is characterized by the formula
χ(θTK/k,S) = χ(1)δT (χ)LS(0, χ,K/k). (3)
Now we assume K/k is a CM-extension, that is, k is a totally real field, K
is a CM-field and the complex conjugation induces a unique automorphism j
which lies in the center of G. We call a character χ odd if χ(j) = −χ(1) and even
otherwise. Then L(0, χ,K/k) = 0 if χ is an even character. For an odd character
χ, we get L(0, χ,K/k)σ = L(0, χσ,K/k) for all σ ∈ Aut(C) (proven by Siegel[23]
if G is abelian and the general result is given by Brauer induction[24, Theorem
1.2]), which implies θTK/k,S actually lies in ζ(Q[G]). Finally we put ǫχ,S :=
lims→0
∏
p∈S\S∞ det(1 − φPNp−s|V
IP
χ ) and define ǫS :=
∑
χ∈IrrG ǫχ,Seχ. Let
Λ′ be any maximal Z-order in Q[G] which contains Z[G]. Then we have
Lemma 2.4. ǫS lies in ζ(Λ
′).
Proof. First we set eIP := (1/|IP|)NormIP . Then we have V IPχ = VχeIP and
Vχ = VχeIP ⊕ Vχ(1 − eIP). Let MφP be the matrix representing the action of
1− φPNp on V IPχ . Then the diagonal matrix


MφP
1
. . .
1


represents the action of 1−φPNpeIP on Vχ = VχeIP⊕Vχ(1−eIP). This implies
the equality
det(1− φPNp | V IPχ ) = det(1− φPNpeIP | Vχ).
So we see ǫS = nr(1 − φPNpeIP) ∈ ζ(Q[G]). Since V IPχ is a representation of
the abelian group GP/IP, det(1 − φPNp | V IPχ ) is an algebraic integer. So ǫS
is contained in the unique maximal order ζ(Λ′) in ζ(Q[G]).
3 Statements of the non-abelian Brumer and
Brumer-Stark conjectures
In this section we review the formulation of the non-abelian Brumer and Brumer-
Stark conjecture by Andreas Nickel, for the details see [14].
Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension of number fields with Galois group
G and let S and T be finite sets of places of k and ES(K) denote the group of
S(K)-units of K. We set ETS (K) := {x ∈ ES(K) | x ≡ 1 mod
∏
P∈T (K)P}.
We refer to the following condition as Hyp(S, T ) ;
• S contains all ramifying places and all infinite places of k,
• S ∩ T = ∅,
• ETS (K) is torsion free.
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For any fixed set S which contains all ramifying places and all infinite places,
we define
AS := 〈δT | Hyp(S, T ) is satisfied〉ζ(Z[G]).
By [24, Lemma 1.1], AS coincides with the Z[G]-annihilator of the roots of
unity in K if G is abelian. Now Nickel’s formulation of the non-abelian Brumer
conjecture is
Conjecture 3.1 (B(K/k, S)). Let S be a finite set of places of k which contains
all ramifying places and all infinite places of k. Then
• ASθS ⊂ I(Z[G])
• For any x ∈ H(Z[G]), xASθS ⊂ AnnZ[G](Cl(K)).
Remark 3.2. If G is abelian, we have I(Z[G]) = H(Z[G]) = Z[G] and can take
x = 1. So we can recover usual Brumer’s conjecture from the conjecture 3.1 if
G is abelian.
In this paper we actually study the following weaker version of the above
conjecture.
Conjecture 3.3 (Bw(K/k, S)). Let S be a finite set of places of k which con-
tains all ramifying places and all infinite places of k and let Λ′ be a maximal
Z-order in Q[G] which contains Z[G]. Then
• ASθS ⊂ ζ(Λ′)
• For any x ∈ F(Z[G]), xASθS ⊂ AnnZ[G](Cl(K)).
Remark 3.4. Even if G is a nontrivial abelian group, we always have Λ′ )
Z[G]. Moreover, F(G) does not contain the element 1. Hence we can not recover
the usual Brumer’s conjecture from the conjecture 3.3 even in the case G is
abelian. Roughly speaking, Conjecture 3.3 says |G|θTK/k,S annihilates Cl(K) if
G is abelian.
Replacing Z, Q and Cl(K) with Zp, Qp and Cl(K) ⊗ Zp respectively, we
can decompose B(S,K/k) resp. Bw(S,K/k) into local conjectures B(S,K/k, p)
resp. Bw(S,K/k, p).
We call α ∈ K∗ an anti-unit if α1+j = 1 and set wK = nr(|µ(K)|). We
remark that wk is no longer a rational integer but an element in ζ(Λ
′) of the
form
∑
χ∈IrrG |µ(K)|χ(1)eχ. We define
Sα := {p | p is a prime of k and p divides NK/kα}
where NK/k is the usual norm of K over k. Then the non-abelian Brumer-Stark
conjecture asserts
Conjecture 3.5 (BS(K/k, S)). Let S be a finite set of places which contains
all ramifying places and all infinite places of k. Then
• wKθK/k,S ∈ I(Z[G])
• For any fractional ideal A of K and for each x ∈ H(Z[G]), there exists an
anti-unit α = α(A, S, x) such that AxwKθK/k,S = (α).
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Moreover, for any finite set T of places of k which satisfies Hyp(S ∪ Sα, T ),
there exists αT ∈ ETSα(K) such that
αzδT = αzwKT (4)
for each z ∈ H(Z[G]).
Remark 3.6. If G is abelian, we can take x = z = 1. By [24, Proposition
1.2], the statement (4) on α is equivalent to the assertion that K(α1/wK )/k is
abelian. Hence we can regard Conjecture 3.5 as a non-abelian generalization of
the usual Brumer-Stark conjecture.
As well as the non-abelian Brumer conjecture, we treat the following weaker
version of the non-abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture.
Conjecture 3.7 (BSw(K/k, S)). Let S be a finite set of places which contains
all ramifying places and all infinite places of k and let Λ′ be a maximal Z-order
in Q[G] which contains Z[G]. Then
• wKθK/k,S ∈ ζ(Λ′)
• For any fractional ideal A of K and for each x ∈ F(Z[G]), there exists an
anti-unit α = α(A, S, x) such that AxwKθK/k,S = (α).
Moreover, for any finite set T of places of k which satisfies Hyp(S ∪ Sα, T ),
there exists αT ∈ ETSα(K) such that
αzδT = αzwKT (5)
for each z ∈ F(Z[G]).
Remark 3.8. For the same reason as remark 3.4, we can not recover the usual
Brumer-Stark conjecture from the conjecture 3.7 in the case G is abelian.
Replacing Z, Q and A with Zp, Qp and A whose class in Cl(K) is of p-
power order respectively and in the equation (4), (5) replacing ωK with ωK,p :=
nr(|µK ⊗ Zp|), we can decompose BS(S,K/k) resp. BSw(S,K/k) into local
conjectures BS(S,K/k, p) resp. BSw(S,K/k, p).
In the abelian case, the Brumer-Stark conjecture implies Brumer’s conjec-
ture, and the same claim holds in non-abelian cases as follows:
Lemma 3.9 ([16], Lemma 2.9).
• BS(K/k, S) (resp. BS(K/k, S, p)) implies B(K/k, S) (resp. B(K/k, S, p))
• BSw(K/k, S) (resp. BSw(K/k, S, p)) implies Bw(K/k, S, ) (resp. Bw(K/k, S, p)).
For the local conjectures, we can state the relation between usual conjectures
and weaker conjectures as follows:
Lemma 3.10. If I(Zp[G]) = ζ(Λ′) and the degrees of all irreducible characters
of G are prime to p,
• B(K/k, S, p) holds if and only if Bw(K/k, S, p) holds,
• BS(K/k, S, p) holds if and only if BSw(K/k, S, p) holds.
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Proof. If p does not divide the order of G (in this case, the degrees of irreducible
characters are automatically prime to p, since they have to divide the order of
G), by [16, Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.8], the equivalences hold. If p divides the
order of G, by Proposition 2.2, we have H(Zp[G]) = F(Zp[G]), and hence we get
the equivalences.
We let Dn denote the dihedral group of order n for any even natural number
n > 0. Then as an application of Lemma 3.10, we get the following.
Lemma 3.11. Let K/k be a finite Galois extension whose Galois group is
isomorphic to D4p for an odd prime p. Then we have
• B(K/k, S, l) holds if and only if Bw(K/k, S, l) holds,
• BS(K/k, S, l) holds if and only if BSw(K/k, S, l) holds.
for any odd prime l.
Proof. It is enough to treat the case l = p. First we recall thatD4p is isomorphic
to Z/2Z×D2p. We set G = Z/2Z×D2p and j denotes the generator of Z/2Z.
Since we have
nrQp[G](
1 + j
2
) =
1 + j
2
and nrQp[G](
1− j
2
) =
1− j
2
we also have
I(Zp[G]) = I(Zp[D2p])1 + j
2
⊕ I(Zp[D2p])1− j
2
. (6)
By [12, Example 6.22], I(D2p) = ζ(Λ′D2p) where Λ′D2p is a maximal Zp- order
in Qp[D2p] which contains Zp[D2p]. Combining this fact with (6), we have
I(Zp[G]) = ζ(Λ′D2p)
1 + j
2
⊕ ζ(Λ′D2p)
1 − j
2
= ζ(Λ′)
where we set Λ′ = Λ′D2p
1+j
2 ⊕Λ′D2p 1−j2 , which is a maximal order in Qp[G] which
contains Zp[G]. By Lemma 3.10, this completes the proof.
4 Statement and Proof of main Theorems
In this section we prove Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 which are our main
theorems (the precise versions of Theorem 1.5 and 1.6 in Introduction).
For each Galois extension K/k whose Galois group G is monomial, first
we define the irreducible characters of G and subextensions of K/k as fol-
lows: Let χ1, χ2, . . . , χr be the irreducible characters of G and for each
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}, we assume the character χi is induced by 1-dimensional
characters φi,1, φi,2, . . . , φi,si of a subgroup Hi of G, that is, χi = Indφi,j
for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . si}. We set ki := KHi and Ki,j := Kkerφi,j (since φi,j is
1-dimensional, Ki,j/ki is an abelian extension). We let φ
′
i,j be the character of
Gal(Ki,j/ki) whose inflation to Gal(K/ki) is φi,j . We set
K := {K1,1/k1, K1,2/k1, . . . , K1,s1/k1,
K2,1/k2, K2,2/k2, . . . , K2,s2/k2,
· · ·
Kr,1/ks, Kr,2/ks, . . . , Kr,sr/kr}. (7)
Finally, we fix representatives φi ∈ {φi,1, φi,2, . . . , φi,si} andKi ∈ {Ki,1, Ki,2, . . . , Ki,si}
Now we can state and prove the following main theorems.
Theorem 4.1. Let p be a prime and S a finite set of places of k which contains
all infinite places. We assume G is monomial. If Brumer’s conjecture (resp. the
p-part of Brumer’s conjecture) is true for all subextensions in K, the weak non-
abelian Brumer conjecture (resp. the p-part of the weak non-abelian Brumer
conjecture) is true for K/k and S.
Theorem 4.2. The statement of Theorem 4.1 holds, with “Brumer” replaced
by “Brumer-Stark” throughout.
Remark 4.3. (1) The following proofs show that S does not have to contain the
ramifying places of k to deduce the weak non-abelian conjectures from abelian
versions.
(2) In fact we need weaker annihilation results than the full Brumer’s conjecture
or Brumer-Stark conjecture for abelian subextensions. To deduce the non-abelian
Brumer conjecture, we need the annihilation results (10) (see the proof of The-
orem 4.1), and to deduce the non-abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture, we need the
annihilation results (13) and (14) (see the proof of Theorem 4.2).
Before proving these theorems, we prepare the following lemma:
Lemma 4.4. Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension of number fields with
Galois group G. Let S be a finite set of places of k which contains all infinite
places of k and T be another finite set of places of k such that S ∩ T = ∅. We
choose a maximal Z-order Λ′ in Q[G] which contains Z[G]. If G is a monomial
group, we have
θTS,K/k =
r∑
i=1
ǫχi,SδT (χi)φ
′
i(θKi/ki)eχi . (8)
Furthermore if T satisfies Hyp(S ∪ Sram, T ), θTS,K/k is contained in ζ(Λ′).
Remark 4.5. The above lemma says that S does not have to contain the rami-
fying places of k for θTS,K/k to lie in ζ(Λ
′) in the monomial case. In [19], Nickel
showed a stronger result for K/k whose Galois group is monomial but requires
the condition S to contain all the ramifying places.
Proof. Since θK/k,S = ǫSθK/k,S∞ and ǫS ∈ ζ(Λ′) by Lemma 2.4, it is sufficient
to show the equality and inclusion in Lemma 4.4 for the case S = S∞. Since
Artin L-function does not change by the induction and inflation of characters,
we have
χi(θ
T
K/k,S∞
) = χi(1)δT (χi)LS∞(0, χi,K/k) = χi(1)δT (χi)LS∞(0, φi,K/ki)
= χi(1)δT (χi)LS∞(0, φ
′
i,Ki/ki)
= χi(1)δT (χi)φ
′
i(θKi/ki). (9)
The equation (9) imply the equality (8). Now we assume T satisfies Hyp(S ∪
Sram, T ). Let p
′
1, p
′
2, . . . , p
′
lp
be the primes of ki above p ∈ T and fp′1 , fp′2 , . . . , fp′lp
be their residue degree. Then we have
δT (χi) =
∏
p∈T
det(1− φ−1P Np | Vχi) =
∏
p∈T
lp∏
m=1
det(1− φ−fp′mP Npfp′m | Vφi).
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We define δ′T :=
∏
p∈T
∏lp
m=1(1−φ
−fp′m
P Np
fp′m ). Then δ′T is a Z[Hi]-annihilator
of µ(K) and its restriction δ′T |Ki is a Z[Gal(Ki/ki)]-annihilator of µ(Ki). Hence
the product δ′T |KiθKi/ki lies in Z[Gal(Ki/ki)] and
φ′i(δ
′
T |KiθKi/ki) = δT (χi)φ′i(θKi/ki)
is an algebraic integer. This implies that
θTK/k,S∞ ∈
⊕
χ∈IrrG/∼
oχ = ζ(Λ
′).
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since F(Z[G]) is an ideal of ζ(Λ′) and ǫS\S∞ lies in
ζ(Λ′), it is enough to show the claim of Theorem 4.1 for S∞. We take x ∈
F(Z[G]). Then x is of the form x =
∑
χ∈IrrG/∼
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χ)/Q) x
σ
χ prχσ with
xχ ∈ D−1(Q(χ)/Q). Note that by definitions of F(Z[G]), x lies in ζ(Z[G]) and
by the formula (2),
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χ)/Q) x
σ
χ prχσ also lies in ζ(Z[G]). By Lemma 2.3,
we have
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q)
xσχi prχσi =
∑
φ∈IrrHi/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q), Indφ=χσi
∑
g∈Gal(Q(φ)/Q)
xgχi prφg
and this element lies in F(Z[Hi]) (hence lies in Z[Hi]). Moreover, we have∑
g∈Gal(Q(φ)/Q) x
g
χi prφg =
∑
g∈Gal(Q(φi,j)/Q) x
g
χi prφgi,j for some j.
Let T be a finite set of places k such that Hyp(S∞ ∪ Sram, T ) is satisfied.
Then as in the proof of Lemma 4.4, δ′T is a Z[Hi]-annihilator of |µ(K)|. By the
assumption that Brumer’s conjecture holds for subextensions in K,
(
∑
g∈Gal(Q(φi,j)/Q)
xgχi prφgi,j )|Ki,j δ
′
T |Ki,jθKi,j/ki =
∑
g∈Gal(Q(φi,j)/Q)
xgχiφ
′
i,j(δ
′
T |Ki,jθKi,j/ki)g prφ′gi,j
=
∑
g∈Gal(Q(φi,j)/Q)
xgχiδT (χi)
gφ′i(θKi/ki)
g prφ′gi,j
annihilates Cl(Ki,j). Combining this with the equality prφgi,j = prφ
′g
i,j
(NormK/Ki,j ),
∑
g∈Gal(Q(φi,j)/Q)
xgχiδT (χi)
gφ′i(θKi/ki)
g prφgi,j
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annihilates Cl(K). Therefore,
∑
φ∈IrrHi/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q), Indφ=χσi
∑
g∈Gal(Q(φ)/Q)
xgχiδT (χi)
gφ′i(θKi/ki)
g prφg
=
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q)
(
∑
φ∈IrrHi/∼χi ,
Indφ=χi
∑
h∈Gal(Q(φ)/Q(χi))
xhχiδT (χi)
hφ′i(θKi/ki)
h prφh)
σ
=
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q)
xσχiδT (χi)
σφ′i(θKi/ki)
σ(
∑
φ∈IrrHi/∼χi ,
Indφ=χi
∑
h∈Gal(Q(φ)/Q(χi))
prφh)
σ
=
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q)
xσχiδT (χi)
σφ′i(θKi/ki)
σ prχσi
= (
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q)
xσχi prχσi )θ
T
K/k (10)
annihilates Cl(K). Finally, we conclude that
(
∑
χ∈IrrG/∼
∑
σ∈Gal(Q(χ)/Q)
xσχ prχσ )θ
T
K/k,S∞
= xθTK/k,S∞
annihilates Cl(K).
To get the proof of the p-part conjecture we have only to replace Z, Q and
Cl(K) with Zp, Qp and the p-part of Cl(K) respectively.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. We use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem
4.1. Take any fractional ideal A of K. Then by the assumption that the Brumer-
Stark conjecture holds for ebextensions in K, there exists an anti-unit αφi,j ∈
Ki,j such that
NormK/Ki,j (A)
|µ(Ki,j)|θKi,j/ki = (αφi,j ) (11)
and
α
δ′T |Ki,j
φi,j
= α
|µ(Ki,j)|
T,φi,j
(12)
for some αT,φi,j ∈ ETSαφi,j (Ki,j). Letting cφi,j := |µ(K)|
χi(1)/|µ(Ki,j)| act on
both side of (11) and (12), we have
NormK/Ki,j (A)
|µ(K)|χi(1)θKi,j/ki = (α
cφi,j
φi,j
)
and
α
cφi,j δ
′
T |Ki,j
φi,j
= α
|µ(K)|χi(1)
T,φi,j
.
Hence, we have
NormK/Ki,j (A)
(
∑
g x
g
χi
prφg
i,j
)|Ki,j |µ(K)|χi(1)θKi,j/ki = A
(
∑
g x
g
χi
prφg
i,j
)|µ(K)|χi(1)θK/ki
= (α
cφi,j (
∑
g x
g
χi
pr
φ
g
i,j
)
φi,j
)
and
α
cφi,j (
∑
g x
g
χi
prφg
i,j
)δ′T |Ki,j
φi,j
= α
(
∑
g x
g
χi
prφg
i,j
)|µ(K)|χi(1)
T,φi,j
.
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This holds for any j. If we set
αχi :=
∏
φ∈IrrHi/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q), Indφ=χσi
∏
g∈Q(φ)/Q
α
cφ(
∑
xgχi
prφg )
φ
and
δT,χi :=
∏
φ∈IrrHi/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q), Indφ=χσi
∏
g∈Q(φ)/Q
α
(
∑
xgχi prφg )
T,φ ,
we have
A
(
∑
φ
∑
g x
g
χi
prφg )|µ(K)|χi(1)θK/ki = A
(
∑
g xχσi prχσi
)|µ(K)|χi(1)θK/k
= A
(
∑
g xχσi prχσi
)(
∑ |µ(K)|χi(1)eχσ
i
)θK/k
= (αχi) (13)
and
α
z(
∑
δT (χi)
σeχσ
i
)
χi = δ
z(
∑ |µ(K)|χi(1)eχσ
i
)
T,χi
(14)
for each z ∈ F(Z[G]), where ∑φ
∑
g x
g
χi prφg means
∑
φ∈IrrHi/∼,
∃σ∈Gal(Q(χi)/Q), Indφ=χσi
∑
g∈Q(φ)/Q
xgχi prφg .
This holds for any i. Finally, we set α :=
∏
χ∈IrrG/∼ αχ and αT :=
∏
χ∈IrrG/∼ αT,χ.
Then α is an anti-unit in K∗ and αT lies in ETSα(K). Moreover, we have
AxωKθK/k = (α)
and
αxδT = αzωKT
for each z ∈ F(Z[G]). To get the proof of the p-part conjecture we have only to
replace Z, Q, A and ωK with Zp, Qp, A whose class in Cl(K) is of p-power
order and ωK,p (in suitable places), respectively.
5 CM-extensions with group D4p, Q2n+2 or Z/2Z×
A4
Let p be an odd prime and n be a non-zero natural number. We let D4p denote
the dihedral group of order 4p, Q2n+2 denote the generalized quaternion group
of order 2n+2 and A4 denote the alternating group on 4 letters. In this section,
as an application of Theorem 4.2, we prove the l-parts of the weak non-abelian
Brumer conjecture and the weak non-abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture for an
arbitrary CM-extension of number fields K/k whose Galois group is isomorphic
to D4p, Q2n+2 or Z/2Z×A4, where l = 2 in the Q2n+2 case and l is an arbitrary
prime which does not split in Q(ζp) in the D4p case and Q(ζ3) in the Z/2Z×A4
case. In the D4p case, we can actually verify the p-part of the (non-weak) non-
abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture by Lemma 3.11. In §5.1.3, we give an explicit
example of a CM-extension with group D12 in which θK/k,S∞∪Sram does not
coincide with θK/k,S∞ .
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5.1 CM-extensions with group D4p
Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension whose Galois group is isomorphic to
D4p. We use the presentation D4p = 〈x, y | x2p = y2 = 1, yxy−1 = x−1〉 and
then D4p = {xk, yxk | 0 ≤ k ≤ 2p− 1}. Since the center of D4p is {1, xp}, xp
corresponds to the unique complex conjugation j.
5.1.1 Characters of D4p
As is well known, all the irreducible characters of D4p are four 1-dimensional
characters and p−1 2-dimensional characters. The 1-dimensional characters are
determined by the following table:
Table 1: 1-dimensional characters of D4p
xk yxk
χ1 1 1
χ2 1 −1
χ3 (−1)k (−1)k
χ4 (−1)k (−1)k+1
Since xp corresponds to j, the only 1-dimensional odd characters are χ3 and χ4.
We easily see that kerχ3 and kerχ4 have index 2 and hence we can conclude
K3 and K4 are relative quadratic extensions of k. All the 2-dimensional odd
characters are induced by the faithful odd characters of 〈x〉. For m ∈ (Z/pZ)∗,
let φm be the character of 〈x〉 which sends x2 and xp to ζmp and −1 respectively.
We set χm+4 = Ind
D4p
〈x〉 φ
m. Then km+4 = K
〈x〉 for all m. Using the Frobenius
reciprocity law and the fact that χm(1) = 2 and χm(j) = −2, we see that
Res
D4p
〈x〉 χm+4 = φ
m+φ−m and IndD4p〈x〉 φ
m = Ind
D4p
〈x〉 φ
−m. Therefore, the number
of 2-dimensional odd characters is (p− 1)/2. Since φm and φ−m are faithful, we
see that Km+4,1 = Km+4,2 = K.
5.1.2 Proof of conjectures for extensions with group D4p
In this subsection, we prove the following theorem by using Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 5.1. Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension whose Galois group is
isomorphic to D4p and S be a finite set of places of k which contains all infinite
places. Then
(1) the p-part of the non-abelian Brumer conjecture and the non-abelian Brumer-
Stark conjecture are true for K/k and S,
(2) for each prime l (including 2) which does not split in Q(ζp), the l-part of the
weak non-abelian Brumer conjecture and the weak non-abelian Brumer-
Stark conjecture are true for K/k and S.
Remark 5.2. (1) In the case k = Q, the above two results except the 2-part are
contained in Nickel’s work [16], [18] if we assume µ = 0.
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(2) If no prime above p splits in K/K+ whenever Kcl ⊂ (Kcl)+(ζp), the odd
p-part of the above results holds unconditionally by [17, Corollary 4.2].
The observation we made in the previous subsection tells us that we have
only to verify the Brumer-Stark conjecture for two relative quadratic extensions
K3/k, K4/k and the cyclic extension K/k5. By [25][§3, case(c)], the Brumer-
Stark conjecture is true for any relative quadratic extensions and hence true for
K3/k, K4/k. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have to verify
the l-part of the Brumer-Stark conjecture for K/k5 for each prime l which does
not split in Q(ζp). However, the proof of Theorem 4.2 (and Lemma 3.11) tells
us that we only have to verify the slightly weaker annihilation result, that is, we
only need (13) and (14) for K/k5. To do that, it is enough to prove the following
proposition:
Proposition 5.3. Let l be a prime which does not split in Q(ζp). Let K/F be
any cyclic CM-extension of number fields of degree 2p. We assume F contains k
so that (F/k is quadratic and ) K/k is CM with Galois group D4p. We let σ be
a generator of the Galois group of K〈j〉/F (hence Gal(K/F ) = 〈σj〉). Take any
element of the form
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xχm+4 prχm+4 in F(D4p). Then for any fractional
ideal A of K whose class in Cl(K) is of l-power order,
(1) A
ωKθK/F (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xχm+4 prχm+4) = (α) for some anti-unit α ∈ K∗,
(2) K(α1/ωK,l)/F is abelian.
where ωK,l is the l-part of ωK (if l is odd, we can ignore the claim α is anti-unit
as in the remark just before [9, Proposition 1.1]).
Remark 5.4. The method of the proof of this proposition is essentially the
same as that of [9, Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.1] but we do not need the
classifications in loc. cit because we only need a weaker annihilation results than
the full Brumer-Stark conjecture.
Proof of Proposition 5.3. (i) First, we suppose l = 2. In this case, by [9,
Theorem3.2], Proposition 5.3 holds for p = 3 and exactly the same proof works
for any odd prime p if 2 does not split in Q(ζp) . Hence Proposition 5.3 holds
in this case.
(ii) In what follows we assume l is odd. Let ψ be the irreducible character of
Gal(K/F ) which sends σ and j to 1 and −1 respectively. Then this character
is the inflation of the nontrivial character ψ′ of Gal(E/F ) where E = KH and
H = 〈σ〉. We put
AK :=
1− j
2
(Cl(K)⊗ Zl),
AE :=
1− j
2
(Cl(E)⊗ Zl).
Then by analytic class number formula, we get
|AK | = ωK,lL(0, ψ,K/F )
p−1∏
j=1
L(0, φj ,K/F )
= ωK,lL(0, ψ
′, E/F )NQ(ζp)/Q(L(0, φ,K/F )), (15)
|AE | = ωF,lL(0, ψ′, E/F ) (16)
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where the equalities are considered as equalities of the l-part. If l 6= p, |AE |=|AHK |
since AE is canonically isomorphic to A
H
K . If l = p, we have |AE | ≤ |AHK | by [9,
Lemma 2.5]. Since (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)A
H
K = 0, there is a natural surjection
AK/A
H
K ։ (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)AK . Hence we have
|(
p−1
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK | ≤ |AK |/|AHK | ≤ |AK |/|AE | =
ωK,l
ωE,l
NQ(ζp)/Q(L(0, φ,K/F )).
(17)
Since the minus part of Ql[G] is isomorphic to Ql[H ] by sending j to −1, in
what follows, we identify the minus part of Ql[G] with Ql[H ] just like [9, §2]
(for example θK/F will be regarded as an element of Ql[H ] not of Ql[G]).
Case I. l 6= p.
In this case, the equality holds in (17). Moreover, we have ωK,l/ωE,l = 1 and
hence the elements L(0, φm,K/F ) are contained in Zl[ζp]. Since l 6= p we get an
isomorphism
Zl[H ] ∼=
⊕
η∈IrrH/∼
Zl[η]
where η runs over all irreducible characters of H modulo Gal(Ql(ζp)/Ql)-action.
Hence, we have
AK/A
H
K
∼= (
p−1∑
m=1
eφm)AK ∼=
⊕
η∈IrrH\{1}/∼
Zl[η]⊗Z[H] AK
By assumption that l does not split in Q(ζp), we actually have
AK/A
H
K
∼= Zl[η]⊗Z[H] AK (18)
By (17), we have
|(
p−2
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK | ≤ |AK/AHK | = |Zl[η]⊗Z[H] AK | = [Zl[ζp] : (L(0, φ,K/F ))]
= [Zl[ζp] : (θK/F )] (19)
where θK/F is the image of θK/F under the surjection Zl[H ]։ Zl[ζp]. Since we
have
(1 + σ + σ2 + · · ·σp−1)(
p−2
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4) = 0,
we can regard (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)AK as a Zl[ζp]-module through the natu-
ral surjection Zl[H ]։ Zl[η] = Zl[ζp]. Moreover, since
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4 AK
is a torsion module, there exists n1, n2, . . . , nk ∈ N such that
(
p−2
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK
∼=
k⊕
i=1
Zl[ζp]/(l)
ni
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Combining the above isomorphism with (19), we have
|(
p−2
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK | = |
k⊕
i=1
Zl[ζp]/(l)
ni | ≤ |Zl[ζp]/(θK/F )|
This inequality implies that θK/F annihilates (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)AK . There-
fore, for any fractional ideal A of K whose class in Cl(L) is of l-power order,
A
ωKθK/F (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4) = (αωK ) for some α ∈ K∗ and clearlyK((αωK )1/ωK,l)/F
is abelian. This completes the proof of Claim 5.3 in this case.
Case II. l = p and ωK,p/ωE,p = 1.
In this case, by (17), we have
|(
p−1
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK | ≤ [Zp[ζp] : (θK/F )]. (20)
Since (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)AK is a torsion module, there exists n1, n2, . . . , nm ∈
N such that
(
p−1
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK
∼=
m⊕
i=1
Zp[ζp]/(1− ζp)ni .
Combining this with (20) we have
|(
p−1
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK | = |
m⊕
i=1
Zp[ζp]/(1− ζp)ni | ≤ |Zp[ζp]/(θK/F )|
This implies θK/F annihilates (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)AK . By the same argu-
ment as the final part of Case II, we obtain the conclusion in this case.
Case III. l = p and ωK,p/ωE,p 6= 1
In this case, we see that ωK = p
e, ωE = p
e−1 for some e ∈ N. Then we have
|(
p−1
2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)AK | ≤ [Zp[ζp] : (ζp − 1)(θK/F )].
This implies that (σ − 1)(∑(p−1)/2m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)θK/F annihilates AK . Hence
for any fractional ideal A of K whose class in Cl(K) is of p-power order, there
exists some β ∈ K such that
A
ωK,p(σ−1)θK/F (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4) = (β).
In the last paragraph of [9, Proposition 2.2], the authors show that if (
∑p−1
j=0 σ
j)θK/F =
0, there exists α ∈ Zp[H ] such that
peθK/F = (σ − 1)αγθK/F
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where γ = σp−1 + gσp−2 + · · · + gp−1 and g is the minimal positive integer
which represents the action of σ on the peth-power root of unity in K. Since,
(
∑p−1
j=0 σ
j)(
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)θK/F = 0, replacing θK/F by (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4)θK/F ,
we get
pe(
(p−1)/2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)θK/F = (σ − 1)αγ(
(p−1)/2∑
m=1
xm+4 prχm+4)θK/F ,
for some α ∈ Zp[H ]. This implies
A
peθK/F (
∑(p−1)/2
m=1 xm+4 prχm+4) = (βαγ).
To conclude the proof of Case IV, we use the following proposition:
Proposition 5.5 (Proposition 1.2 d), [24]). Let L/k be an arbitrary abelian
extension of number fields with Galois group G, {σi}i∈I be a system of generators
of G, ζ be a primitive ωLth - root of unity. We suppose σi acts on ζ as ζ
σi = ζni .
We take an element β ∈ F . Then for any natural number m, the following
statement is equivalent to the condition that F (β1/m)/K is abelian:
There exists a system {βi}i∈I ⊂ EF such that
α
σj−nj
i = α
σi−ni
j for any i, j ∈ I,
βσi−ni = αmi for any i ∈ I.
Applying this proposition to our setting, we have
K((βαγ)1/p
e
)/F is abelian if and only if there exists α ∈ EK such that (βαγ)σ−g = αp
e
.
Since (βαγ)σ−g = (βα)1−g
p
and 1 − gp is divisible by pe, we can conclude
K((βαγ)1/p
e
)/F is abelian .
5.1.3 An example
In this section, we give an explicit example of the CM-extensionK/Q with group
D12 in which θK/Q,S∞∪Sram does not coincide with θK/Q,S∞ .
Let α be an element in Q which is a root of the cubic equation x3−9x+3 = 0
and let K = Q(
√−2, √33, α). Then K/Q is a Galois extension whose Galois
group G is isomorphic to Gal(Q(
√−2)/Q)×Gal(Q(√33, α)/Q) ∼= Z/2Z×S3 ∼=
D12 where S3 is the symmetric group of degree 3. We use the presentation S3 =
〈σ, τ | σ3 = τ2 = 1, τστ = σ−1〉. Since the center of G is Gal(Q(√−2)/Q) ∼=
Z/2Z, the generator of Z/2Z corresponds to the unique complex conjugation j.
The irreducible characters of G are determined by the following character table,
where {·} indicates conjugacy classes:
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Table 2: The character table of G
{1} {σ} {τ} {j} {σj} {τj}
χ1 1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1
χ3 1 1 −1 1 1 −1
χ4 1 1 −1 −1 −1 1
χ5 2 −1 0 2 −1 0
χ6 2 −1 0 −2 1 0
From the above table, we see that the only odd characters are χ2, χ4 and χ6.
Since kerχ2 = Gal(K/Q(
√−2)), kerχ4 = Gal(K/Q(
√−66)), we see that K2 =
Q(
√−2), K4 = Q(
√−66). Let φ6 be an irreducible character of Gal(K/Q(
√
33)) =
〈σj〉 which sends σ and j to ζ3 and −1 respectively where ζ3 is a primi-
tive 3rd root of unity in Q. Then χ6 is the induced character of φ6, that is,
χ6 = Ind
G
Gal(K/Q(
√
33))
(φ6) and hence k6 = Q(
√
33) and K6 = K. Then by using
Pari/GP, we have
LS∞(0,K/k, χ2) = LS∞(0, χ
′
2,K2/Q) = 1,
LS∞(0,K/k, χ4) = LS∞(0, χ
′
4,K4/Q) = 8,
LS∞(0,K/k, χ6) = LS∞(0, φ2,K/k6) = 48.
Therefore we have
θK/Q,S∞ = 1 · eχ2 + 8 · eχ4 + 48 · eχ6
=
1
4
(1− j)(67− 29(σ + σ2)− 7(τ + στ + σ2τ)).
As in the proof of Lemma 3.11, I(Zl[G]) = ζ(Λ′) for any odd l where Λ′ is a
maximal Zl-order in Ql[G] which contains Zl[G]. Therefore, this element lies in
I(Zl[G]) for any odd l (especially including 3). However, by [12, Proposition 4.3
and 4.8], θK/Q,S∞ does not lie in I(Z2[G]).
Next we compute θK/Q = θK/Q,S∞∪Sram . All the primes which ramify inK/Q
are 2, 3 and 11. Taking suitable primes P2, P3 and P11 of K above 2, 3 and
11 respectively, their decomposition groups and inertia groups are determined
as follows :
GP2 = Gal(K/Q(
√
33)) ∼= 〈σj〉,
IP2 = Gal(K/Q(
√
33, α)) ∼= 〈j〉,
GP3 = Gal(K/Q(
√−2)) ∼= S3,
IP3 = Gal(K/Q(
√−2)) ∼= S3,
GP11 = Gal(K/Q(
√−2, α)) ∼= 〈τ〉,
IP11 = Gal(K/Q(
√−2, α)) ∼= 〈τ〉.
This fact implies that ǫψ2,Sram = ǫχ2,Sram = 0 and ǫψ4,Sram = 1. Hence, we have
θK/Q = 8 · eχ4
=
2
3
(1− j)(1 + σ + σ2 − τ − στ − σ2τ).
This element is a zero divisor in Q[G]− = (1−j)2 Q[G]. Since θK/Q,S∞ is not a
zero-divisor in Q[G]−, θK/Q is essentially different from θK/Q.S∞ .
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Moreover, this element lies in I(Z2[G]) and hence lies in I(Z[G]). This fact
tells us that for general Galois extensions K/k whose Galois group G , S has to
contain ramifying places for Stickelberger elements to lie in I(Z[G])(at least to
lie in I(Z2[G])).
5.2 CM-extensions with group Q2n+2
Let K/k be a finite Galois extension whose Galois group is isomorphic to the
quaternion group Q2n+2 of order 2
n+2. We use the presentation Q2n+2 = 〈x, y |
x2
n
= y2, x2
n+1
= 1, yxy−1 = x−1〉. Since the center of Q2n+2 is {1, x2n}, x2n
corresponds to the unique complex conjugation j.
5.2.1 Characters of Q2n+2
Q2n+2 has two types of irreducible characters. One type is given through the
natural surjection Q2n+2 ։ Q2n+2/〈xn〉 ≃ D2n+1 . Clearly, characters which
are given in this way are even characters. The other type is two dimensional
characters which are induced by the faithful odd characters of 〈x〉 (in fact, a
character of 〈x〉 is faithful if and only if it is odd). Let φ be the character of
〈x〉 which sends x and xn to ζ2n+1 and −1 respectively. Then all faithful odd
characters are of the form φm for m ∈ (Z/2n+1Z)∗. We set χm := IndQ2n+2〈x〉 φm.
Then we have χm = χ−m and km = k〈x〉 for all m. Since φm is faithful, we
conclude Km,1 = Km,2 = K.
5.2.2 Proof of conjectures for extensions with group Q2n+2
First, we define M := {a | 1 ≤ a ≤ 2n+1, a is odd}, M+ := {a | 1 ≤ a ≤
2n−1, a is odd}. In this subsection, we prove the following theorem by using
Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 5.6. Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension whose Galois group
is isomorphic to Q2n+2 and S be a finite set of places of k which contains all
infinite places. Then the 2-part of the weak non-abelian Brumer conjecture and
the weak non-abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture are true for K/k and S,
Remark 5.7. (1) If no prime above p splits in K/K+ whenever Kcl ⊂ (Kcl)+(ζp),
the odd p-part of the above result holds by [17, Corollary 4.2].
(2) Since all the subgroups of Q2n+2 are normal and all the odd representations
are faithful, θK/k,S∞∪Sram always coincide with θK/k,S∞ .
The observation in the previous section tells us that we have to verify the
l-part of the Brumer-Stark conjecture for K/K〈x〉 for l which does not split
in Q(ζ2n+1). As in the previous section, however, we only need slightly weaker
annihilation results (13) and (14). To verify those weaker results, it is enough
to prove the following:
Proposition 5.8. Let K/F be a cyclic CM-extension of degree 2n+1. We as-
sume F contains k so that (F/k is quadratic and) K/k is CM with Galois group
Q2n+2 . Take any element of the form
∑
m∈M+ xχm prχm in F(Q2n+2). Then for
any fractional ideal A of K whose class in Cl(K) is of 2-power order,
(1) AωKθK/F (
∑
m∈M+ xχm prχm ) = (α) for some anti-unit α ∈ K∗,
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(2) K(α1/ωK,2)/F is abelian.
where ωK,2 is the 2-part of ωK .
Before proving the above theorem, we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 5.9. Let K/F be a cyclic CM-extension of degree 2n+1 which is con-
tained in some Q2n+2-extension. Then all roots of unity in K are ±1.
Proof of Lemma 5.9. Let ζ be a primitive ωKth roots of unity in K and
assume x(ζ) = ζcx and y(ζ) = ζcy for some cx, cy ∈ (Z/ωKZ)∗. Then we
have yxy−1(ζ) = ζc
−1
y cxcy = ζcx . On the other hand yxy−1 = x−1, so we have
yxy−1(ζ) = ζc
−1
x . Hence we see that
cx ≡ c−1x mod ωK ⇔ c2x ≡ 1 mod ωK .
Therefore, we have x2(ζ) = ζ and hence x2n(ζ) = ζ. This implies ζ lies in
K+.
Proof of Proposition 5.8. We define the group I+K of the ambiguous ideals
by
I+K := {A | A is an ideal of K such that Aj = A}
where j is the unique complex conjugation in Gal(K/F ). Also we define AK :=
Coker(I+K → Cl(K)) ⊗ Z2. Then by Sands’s formula [22, Proposition 3.2] (also
see [9, §3]), we have
ωKθK+/K = 2
[K+:Q]+d−2|AK |(1 − j) mod Z∗2. (21)
where d is the number of primes of K+ which ramify in K. Let ξ be the non-
trivial character of Gal(K/K+). Then we have IndHGal(K/K+)(ξ) =
∑
m∈M φ
m
and
ξ(θK/K+) = L(0, ξ,K/K
+) =
∏
m∈M
L(0, φm,K/F ).
By (21), we have
|AK | = ωKξ(θK/K+)2−[K
+:Q]−d+1
= ωK
∏
m∈M
L(0, φm,K/F )2−[K
+:Q]−d+1
where the equality is used in the sense that the 2-parts of the both sides coincide.
Since ωK,2 = 2 by Lemma 5.9, we also have
|AK | =
∏
m∈M
L(0, φm,K/F )2−[K
+:Q]−d+2
Since [K+ : Q] ≥ 2n+1 (recalling that K/F is contained in some Q2n+2-
extension), we get −[K+ : Q]− d+ 2 ≤ −2n+1 + 2. Hence, we also get
|AK | ≤
∏
m∈M
L(0, φm,K/F )2−2
n+1+2
=
4
22n
NQ(ζ2n+1)/Q(
L(0, φ,K/F )
2
)
≤ NQ(ζ2n+1)/Q(
L(0, φ,K/F )
2
) (22)
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and the right hand side of the last equality lies in Z2 and hence (1/2)L(0, φ,K/F )
lies in Z2[ζ2n+1 ]. Next we treat the module (
∑
m∈M+ xm prχm AK) and regard
this module as a Z2[ζ2n+1 ]-module. Then by (22), we have
|(
∑
m∈M+
xm prχm AK)| ≤ [Z2[ζ2n+1 ] : ((1/2)L(0, φ,K/F ))] = [Z2[ζ2n+1 ] : ((1/2)θK/F )]
where θK/F is the image of θK/F under the surjection Z2[H ] ։ Z2[ζ2n+1 ].
This implies (1/2)(
∑
m∈M+ xm prχm)θK/F annihilates AK . Then for any frac-
tional ideal A of K whose class in Cl(K) is of 2-power order, we have that
A(1/2)(
∑
m∈M+ xm prχm )θK/F lies in PK ·I+K where PK is the group of principal ide-
als of K and hence we have A(1/2)(
∑
m∈M+ xm prχm )θK/F (1−j) = A
∑
m∈M prφm θK/F
lies in P 1−jK . This completes the proof.
5.3 CM-extensions with group Z/2Z× A4
LetK/k be a finite Galois extension whose Galois group is isomorphic to Z/2Z×
A4 where A4 is the alternating group on 4 letters. we regard A4 as the group of
even permutation of the set {1, 2, 3, 4}. Since the center of A4 is trivial, the
generator of Z/2Z corresponds to the unique complex conjugation j.
5.3.1 Characters of Z/2Z×A4
We set x = (12)(34) and y = (123) The irreducible characters of Z/2Z × A4
are determined by the following character table, where {·} indicates conjugacy
classes:
Table 3: The character table of Z/2Z×A4
{1} {x} {yx} {y2x} {j} {jx} {jyx} {jy2x}
χ1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
χ2 1 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1 −1
χ3 1 1 ζ3 ζ
2
3 1 −1 ζ3 ζ23
χ4 1 1 ζ3 ζ
2
3 −1 −1 −ζ3 -ζ23
χ5 1 1 ζ
2
3 ζ3 1 1 ζ
2
3 ζ3
χ6 1 1 ζ
2
3 ζ3 −1 −1 −ζ23 −ζ3
χ7 3 −1 0 0 3 −1 0 0
χ8 3 −1 0 0 −3 1 0 0
From the above table, we see that the only odd characters are χ2, χ4, χ6
and χ8. Since kerχ2 has index 2, the corresponding subextension K2/k is a
quadratic extension, and since we have kerχ4 = kerχ6 and this subgroup has
index 6, we have K4 = K6 and K4/k is a cyclic extension of degree 6. Let V
be Klein subgroup of A4 and φ6,1, φ6,2 and φ6,3 be characters of Z/2Z × V
whose restriction to V are non-trivial. Then we have Ind
Z/2Z×Ak
Z/2Z×V (φ6,i) = χ6 for
i = 1, 2, 3 and the indices of their kernel in Z/2Z× V is 2. Hence we see that
k6 = K
Z/2Z×V and K6,i/k6 is a quadratic extension for all i.
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5.3.2 Proof of conjectures for extensions with group Z/2Z×A4
In this subsection, we prove the following theorem by using Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 5.10. Let K/k be a finite Galois CM-extension whose Galois group
is isomorphic to Z/2Z× A4 and S be a finite set of places of k which contains
all infinite places. Then
(1) the 2-part and the 3-part of the weak non-abelian Brumer conjecture and
the weak non-abelian Brumer-Stark conjecture are true for K/k and S,
(2) for each odd prime l apart from 3 which does not split in Q(ζ3), the l-part
of the non-abelian Brumer conjecture and the non-abelian Brumer-Stark
conjecture are true for K/k and S.
Remark 5.11. (1) In the case k = Q, the above results except the 2-part is
contained in Nickel’s work [16], [18] if we assume µ = 0 as well as Theorem
5.1.
(2) If no prime above p splits in K/K+ whenever Kcl ⊂ (Kcl)+(ζp), the above
result holds for odd p by [17, Corollary 4.2].
The observation in the previous subsection tells us that we have only to
verify the Brumer-Stark conjecture for two relative quadratic extensions K2/k,
K4/k and K
′
2/k2. By [25][§3, case(c)], the Brumer-Stark conjecture is true for
any relative quadratic extensions and hence true for K2/k, K6,1/k6, K6,2/k6
and K6,3/k6. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 5.10, we have to verify
the l-part of the Brumer-Stark conjecture for K4/k for each prime l which does
not split in Q(ζ3). However, the proof of Theorem 4.2 (and Lemma 3.11) tells
us that we only have to verify the slightly weaker annihilation result, that is, we
only need (13) and (14) for K4/k. To do that, it is enough to prove the following
proposition:
Proposition 5.12. Let l be a prime which does not split in Q(ζ3). Let F/k be
any cyclic CM-extension of number fields of degree 6. We assume K contains
F so that K/k is CM with Galois group Z/2Z × A4. We let σ be a generator
of the Galois group of F 〈j〉/k (hence Gal(F/k) = 〈σj〉). Take any element of
the form xχ6 prχ6 in F(Z/2Z×A4). Then for any fractional ideal A of F whose
class in Cl(F ) is of l-power order,
(1) AωFxχ6 prχ6 θF/k = (α) for some anti-unit α ∈ F ∗,
(2) F (α1/ωF,l)/k is abelian.
where ωF,l is the l-part of ωF .
Proof. Exactly the same proof as Proposition 5.3 works since the only fact we
need is that (1 + σ + σ2)xχ6 prχ6 AF = 0.
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